51st EMMY AWARDS
LOWER GREAT LAKES CHAPTER
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES

STREAMING
JUNE 20, 2020
ADAM CARROLL  ALI GHANBARI  ALLEN CARTER
ALLISON HAMMOND  ALPHONZO WESSON  ALYSSA IVANSON
AMANDA STARRANTINO  AMY CUMMINGS  AMY GARLAND
ANDREAS KLEIN  ANDREW DAVIDSON  ANDREW DiPAOLO
ANDREW HORANSKY  ANGELA GRAVES  ANNE GLAUSSER
ANNE GLAUSSER  ANNE RYDER  ANNE YEAGER
ANTHONY CALHOUN  ARIYL ONSTOTT  BARNEY WOOD
BEAIRSHELLE EDMÉ  BETSY KLING  BRANDON LOSHE
BRENNA FORD  BRENT VALENTI  BRETT BENSLEY
BRIAN ECKSTEIN  BRIDGETTE PACHOLKA  BRYAN HYLA
CARL MITCHELL  CARL MONDAY  CARL PALMER
CAROLINE GUSCOTT  CHRIS CANTERGIANI  CHRIS DENARI
CHRIS REECE  CHRIS STABLE  CHRYS PETERSON
COLTON HOWARD  DAMON MALONEY  DANIEL KLEIN
DANIEL Rapinchuk  DANIEL SEVIC  DANIEL SPEHLER
DARIN HOHMAN  DARRIELLE SNIPES  DARYL ROYER
DAVID GUDAITIS  DAVID HRVATIN  DAVID WILLIAMS
DEREK STEYER  DEVIN LAMB  DORESNA DRAKEFORD
ELISE WALLER  ERIC BOLSTRIDGE  ERIC FELDMAN
ERIC HEWITT  ERIC RISTOW  ERIN LISCH
Erin Logan  Fanchon Stinger  Frank Young
Gary Harrison  George A. Johnson  Gina Catanzarite
Grant Michael  Greg Golya  Gregory Dunn
Heather Macks  J.A. Fields  Jacob Clouse
Jake Helmen  Janelle Bass  Jason Pear
Jeff Platz  Jerry Wareham  Jim Krause
Jim Murphy  Jim Stickel  Jim StuneK
Joe Ranyak  John Huber  John Stealey
John Telich  John Zaccardelli  Jon Doss
Jonathan Shelley  Jonathan Walsh  Jordan VandenbergE
Jose Ricardo Garcia  Joseph Koskovics  Josh Menning
Juan Eduardo Contreras B.  Kara Kenney  Katiera Winfrey
Kenneth Sothman  Kerry Williams  Kevin Barry
Kevin Beining  Kevin Evans  Kevin Libal
Leahah Longbrake  Leon Bibb  Lindsay Bledsoe
Lindsay Poulos  Lindsey Watson  Luis Navarro
MaiA Belay  Margaret Cavalleri  Mario Congreve
Mary Fecteau  Mary Gerber  Matt Donahue
Matthew Ekk  Maureen Caruso  Max Leinwand
Meg Shaw  Megan Kramer  Megan Simpson
Melissa Murray  Merry Ewing  Michael Edelman
Michael Friend  Michael Hoge  Michael Symonds
Michael Wendt  Mitch Davis  Nabil Muhammed
Nate Heck  Nate Klein  Nathaniel Hursh
Nathaniel Wilson  Nicholas White  Nick Lintala
Nzinga Christine Blake  Patrick Kilkenney  Patricia Longbrake Jr
Peggy Gallek  Peter Kaiser  Phil Trexler
Rafael Sanchez  Randy Ziemnik  Raymond Steele
Rick Jackson  Ricky Soinski  Rob Boenau
Rob Klein  Rob Powers  Robert Weske
Ron Prickel  Ryan Jay Shank  Ryan Radefeld
Ryan Thedwall  Sara Goldenberg  Sara Shookman
Sarah Buduson  Scott Hums  Scott MacDowell
Scott Noll  SeIena Webb  Sharon Gamble
Shawn Pierce  Shelby Simpson  Sia Nyorkor
Silas Tsang  Stephanie Wade  Steve Jefferson
Steve Kurrent  Steve Warren  Steve Zaborniak
Susan Batt  Susan Moses  Susanne Schwibs
Suzy Smith  Tara Sutton  Taurean Small
TayIor Beck  Taylor PoppelArz  Teresa Mackin
Tom Farmer  Tom Powell  Trey Friedrichs
VickiE Binkley  Vitaliy Versace  Zach Groth
Zachary Mills

LOOKWHO JUDGED!
AWARDS WILL BE SHIPPED TO THE STATIONS AND PRODUCTION COMPANIES

This year the Emmy® Statuettes will be shipped directly from the manufacturer to the stations and production companies that submitted the entry. Shipping will begin approximately July 1.

There was consideration to ship to everyone’s home address, but realized many membership records do not have a home address listed. And, of those listed, how many were current. You know that apartment you used to live in last year? Well, they just signed for your award - nope, didn’t want that to happen.

Now would be a good time to update your profile in the Emmy Express system. As more and more of us are working from remote locations its a good idea to update your home contact information as well.
Making the Emmy allows you to see different aspects of the same thing.

Congratulations to all the nominees and winners of the 2019 Emmy® Awards.
On behalf of the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, Lower Great Lakes Chapter Board of Governors, I invite you to sit back in the comfort of your own home (or at work) and enjoy the 51st Regional Emmy Awards streaming to an electronic device near you. I hoped we could be celebrating in person in Cleveland this year. However, forces far beyond our control have made that impossible. To have that sense of community, we offer a Live Zoom Party starting at 6:30pm and continuing until 11pm. The link was emailed earlier in the week. You can also post to our Twitter feed and Facebook page using the hashtag #2020EMMYSLGL. Feel free to post an acceptance speech and/or pictures of your at-home Emmy Party. In addition to the streaming services, we also offer streaming directly to our website - www.nataslgl.org - where the Emmy Award recipients will be posted after the show. For the first time we are streaming to the NATAS National pages – theemmys.tv, watchemmys.tv and the National YouTube channel – youtube.com/theemmys.

Typically, this address is used to review the events of the past year; they may seem to pale in comparison to the events of the beginning of this year. I’d like us all to raise a glass to the hardworking individuals in front and behind the cameras working tirelessly everyday to keep us all safe and informed during this coronavirus pandemic. You are truly making a difference in your communities. We also extend our deepest heartfelt gratitude to all the essential workers everywhere who have made Herculean efforts to keep our way of life as normal as possible during this crisis - thank you.

As an organization, we stand behind all those in our community who use their voice to empower the voiceless and to right the wrongs of injustice (#BlackLivesMatter). Your coverage of these events are the recorded history for future generations.

I would like to thank the entire Board of Governors for their trust in this year’s gala being produced virtually, without their support this would not have been possible. Shout-outs to our Executive Director Bob Hammer and Governor / Trustee Steve Warren for putting up with me at all hours of the day and night during the process, and to the many members of the chapter who gave so freely of their time to pull this off.

I also thank you, the remarkable members of our chapter - a jewel in the NATAS crown. We have some of the most dedicated, talented and hardworking people in the television industry in our chapter. It is an honor to continue to serve the NATAS Lower Great Lakes Chapter during these difficult times. The board and I are committed to doing everything we can to continue to honor excellence and ensure the future of our industry in these uncertain times.

The time has come... fill up the snack bowls, get the dip ready, make some popcorn, grab your favorite beverage and enjoy –

The 51st Lower Great Lakes Chapter Regional Emmy Awards!

See you in Indianapolis next year!

John Stealey
Chapter President
The Silver Circle and Gold Circle honor media professionals who began their careers in television in a performing, creative, technical administrative role, or in an area related to television such as TV journalism, education, advertising, promotion, and public relations.

Beyond the number of years in the industry, induction into this elite group considers a person’s significant contributions to the general community, Lower Great Lakes Chapter television and The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, and the training of others for careers in broadcasting.

The NATAS Lower Great Lakes Silver Circle was first presented in 1991 for at least 25 years of service. The Gold Circle, presented to those with at least 50 years of service, was first presented in 2005.

We thank the Silver Circle Committee for rigorously vetting the nominees and voting on a slate that was forwarded to the board for approval.

In honor of the NATAS Lower Great Lakes 51st Anniversary and in recognition of those who currently personify these esteemed awards, we will induct three media professionals into the silver circle this year and one into the gold circle.

---

**GOLD CIRCLE INDUCTEE**

Dean Pantazi
WPTA21

**SILVER CIRCLE INDUCTEES**

Ali Ghanbari
WJW

Lee Jordan
WEWS

Terry Moir
WKYC

---

**SILVER CIRCLE COMMITTEE**

Susane K. Schwibs
Carl Monday
Jonathan Walsh
Amy Cummings
Jim Stunek

---

**GOLD CIRCLE AND SILVER CIRCLE HISTORY**

**GOLD CIRCLE**

Tom Carnegie 2012
Charles E. “Bud” Ford 2005
Dick Goddard 2011
Dennis Goulden 2013
Fred Griffith 2013
John Marinko 2009
John J. “Jack” Moffitt 2005
Gordon Ward 2016
Neil Zurcher 2013

**SILVER CIRCLE**

Clifford Adkins 1996
Mike Ahern 2006
Jerry Anderson 2010
Bob Anderson 2004
Steve Bell 2008
Ed Bell 1997
Leon Bibb 1994
Harry Boomer 2015
Jim Breslin 1991
Alan Bush 1996
John Butte 2014
Ralph Campbell 1997
Pete Cary 1997
Bob Cerminara 2005
Alan Cles 2010
Betty Cope 1992
Jenny Crimm 1996
Wayne Dawson 2014
Lawson Deming 1998
Virgil Dominic 1991
Del Donahoo 1993
Neil “Mickey” Flanagan 1999
Charles E. “Bud” Ford 1996
Lou Gattozzi 2000
Kent Geist 2004
Dick Goddard 1992
Steve Goldurs 2009
Bob Gregory 2005
Fred Griffith 1992
Tom Haley 1991
Judd Hambrick 1998
Bob Hammer 1998
Jeff Heitz 2000
Ted Henry 1997
John Herrington 1995
Howard Hoffman 1993
Earl Keys 1994
Debby Knox 2015
Jerry Lackamp 1994
Don Marcus 1994
John Marinko 1996
Jack Marshall 2000
Tom Meyer 2017
Roy Meyers 1998
Ed Miller 1995
Jack Moffitt 1993
Carl Monday 2017
Joe Mosbrook 1996
Nancy O’Donnell 2011
Bob Olive 1999
Paige Palmer 1993
Jerry Patton 2000
Don Perris 1991
Ron Regan 2019
Rex Rickly 2007
John Rinaldi 1995
Chet Roberts 1995
Dick Russ 1998
Pete Sereda 1999
Gib Shanley 1995
Linn Sheldon 1992
Chuck Shodowski 1993
Gary Short 1998
Ernie Sindelar 1991
Windsor “Win” Smith 1999
Wilma Smith 1999
Ron St. Charles 1997
John Steer 2018
Frank Strnad 1994
Jim Stunek 2019
Marty Sullivan 1997
Ned Tate 2000
Tim Taylor 1994
Herb Thomas 2000
Jim Tichy 2007
Dick Trembath 1995
Neal Van Ells 1993
Don Webster 1995
Alice Weston 1991
Bill Wiedemann 1992
Chris Wright 2012
Lloyd Wright 2019
Hank Zbrzeski 1992
Neil Zurcher 1999
Dean joined the staff at WPTA21 as a reporter in December 1974, splitting time between news and sports. His duties were shifted to strictly sports in 1985.

A native of Chicago, Dean has a radio-television degree from Southern Illinois University, where he first began his broadcasting career in radio and television. After college, he worked at radio and TV stations in Elkhart, and came to Fort Wayne as a radio newsman in July of 1974. Dean joined WPTA21 five months later.

Besides his work at WPTA21, Dean has done work in radio sports for six different area stations in play by play and sports talk, and co-created and co-hosted Sports Talk on WOWO from 1985 to 2001.

Dean has been a radio and television voice of IPFW men’s basketball and Fort Wayne Firehawks indoor football, and has been honored by a Fort Wayne Journal-Gazette Reader’s Poll as Fort Wayne’s favorite television sportscaster.

He has received awards for distinguished service from the Indiana High School Athletic Association, the Indiana Basketball Coaches Association, the Indiana High School Baseball Coaches Association, the Indiana Interscholastic Athletic Administrators’ Association, and the Fort Wayne Sports Corporation.

Dean was inducted into the Indiana Sportswriters and Sportscasters Hall of Fame in 2011, and into the Fort Wayne Komets Hall of Fame in 2018.

In 2013, the Fort Wayne Baseball Federation honored Dean with the Bob Parker Award for service to baseball in northeast Indiana.

A sports fan even when not working, Dean enjoys playing all sports, as well as travel, music, and movies. He is married with a daughter, a son, their spouses, and three grandsons.
Ali Ghanbari, an accomplished television photojournalist whose career has span decades, is the recipient of the Silver Circle Award by the NATAS Lower Great Lakes Chapter Board of Governors.

Born and raised in Iran, Ghanbari immigrated to the United States in February 1979 following the revolution. His passion for storytelling began as a youngster and was solidified during his service in the Shah’s Imperial Iranian Navy. He landed his first job as photojournalist with the former NBC affiliate WKEF in Dayton, Ohio where he worked part-time.

Largely self-taught he has been recognized with over 600 awards from numerous professional journalism organizations. In 1993 he was named Best Photographer by the Ohio Associated Press Media Editors and during the same year was chosen by the Ohio News Photographers Association as Photographer of Year. In 1994, he was hired full-time by Fox affiliate WJW in Cleveland. Subsequently the ONPA has recognized him 11 more times as their Photographer of the Year, while earning 28 local Emmys mostly in individual achievement categories. He is also a seven-time Ohio SPJ Best Photographer, seven-time Ohio AP Best Photographer, and two-time regional NPFA Photographer of the Year. Since 1994 he has been a featured speaker on storytelling at over three-dozen seminars throughout Ohio and across the country. Ghanbari, a father of two with four grandchildren, celebrated his 70th Birthday in May 2020.

Reflecting on his career and the next chapter Ghanbari said, “If you love what do for a living, then you keep going without working.”
And the Nominees Are

**VIDEO JOURNALIST - UNLIMITED TIME**

*Derek Steyer Composite* - WFMJ
Derek Steyer

*A Barber's Life Came Full Circle at a “Homeless Stand Down”* - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Gabriel Kramer

*Not A Rocky Story* - WXIN
Michael Sullivan

*Three Generations of Joey* - WKYC
Austin Love

**VIDEO JOURNALIST - WITHIN 24 HOURS**

*Dynasty Youth Program* - WEWS
Jon Doss

*The Amazing Jeremiah: "My New Life"* - WXIN
Michael Sullivan

**WRITER - NEWS**

*Writing composite* - WISH
Dan Klein

*Homa Bash - It's All Write* - WEWS
Homa Bash

*Brooke Martin, Writer* - WISH
Brooke Martin

*Maia Belay Composite* - WJW
Maia Belay

*Veterans Find Friendship* - WANE
Alyssa Ivanson

**WRITER - PROGRAM**

*Thank You for the Challenge: The 10th Quadrennial International Violin Competition* - WFYI
Gary Harrison

*The Revolutionist: Eugene V. Debs* - WFYI
Kim Jacobs

*The Children's Crusade Revisited: Slaughterhouse Five at 50* - WFYI
John Krull

*Peggy's Poetry & Zarg - Writing* - WTIU
Russell McGee

*1981 Revealed* - SportsTime Ohio
Matt Underwood

*Claire's Day* - Matt Russell, LLC
Matt Russell

**TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT**

*Basketball Day Indiana 2019* - Fox Sports Indiana
Larry Mago, Bill Cochran, Suzanne Michalski

*Playball Park* - Fox Sports Ohio
Steve Warren, Bill Kennedy, Joe Bertoni, Jim Nabti, Danyesse Daniels, Jayme Kish

*Emmy Awards Prosencium Arch* - Digital Alchemy
John Stealey, Ted Vanhyning

*Music In Transit* - Jake Huber Productions
John Huber
Northeast Ohio has been home for Emmy award winning journalist Lee Jordan since 1987, when she joined WEWS-TV as co-host of The Morning Exchange. Lee moved to the Live On Five anchor desk in 1993, continuing her role as anchor for evening newscasts until her retirement in 2017.

Prior to joining WEWS, Lee served as co-host of PM Magazine for six years in Columbus, Ohio. Before working in front of the camera, Lee spent several years in radio and television marketing and promotion, at WTOL-TV in Toledo, and WNCI-FM in Columbus.

Lee’s anchoring and reporting earned her seven regional Emmy awards, and a regional Edward R. Murrow award for the 6 p.m. newscast. In 2011, Lee received the Cleveland Association of Broadcasters Excellence in Television award. She is also a member of the Radio Television Broadcasters Hall of Fame.

Outside the newsroom, Lee joined with dozens of northeast Ohio non-profits for fundraising events, including the Girl Scouts, the Diabetes Association, Rainbow Babies and Children’s Hospital, and the Greater Cleveland Food Bank. Lee also served on the boards of the Alzheimer’s Association and the Cleveland Eye Bank. She is currently a board member for the Cleveland Eye Bank Foundation, which supports local research into treatments for blinding eye diseases.

The Minnesota native earned a bachelor’s degree in broadcast journalism from Bowling Green State University in 1976. She is the proud mom of her son, Tyler Janis.
VIDEO ESSAY (SINGLE CAMERA ONLY)

Journey Indiana - Life Skateboards: Handcrafted in Indiana
WTIU
Saddam Al-Zubaidi

PHOTOGRAPHER - NEWS

Sugden Photography 2019 - WEWS
Andrew Sugden

2019 Photographer Composite - WJW
Nabil Muhammed

PHOTOGRAPHER - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Rethinking Manufacturing
National Institute Of Standards And Technology
David Stewart

John Timm - Video Composite - WTIU
John Timm

Jason Pear - Video Composite - WTIU
Jason Pear

Joseph Vella Photography Compilation - Bayonet Media
Joseph Vella

SPORTS ANALYST / SPORTS PLAY BY PLAY

Fred McLeod - Cleveland Cavaliers Basketball
Fox Sports Ohio
Fred McLeod

Chris Denari - Pacers Play by Play - Fox Sports Indiana
Chris Denari

Quinn Buckner - Pacers Analyst - Fox Sports Indiana
Quinn Buckner

LIVE SPORTS PRODUCER

Max Leinwand Live Sports Producer - Fox Sports Indiana
Max Leinwand

Brent Valenti - Fox Sports Ohio - Fox Sports Ohio
Brent Valenti

NEWS PRODUCER

TB 2019 - WTHR
Taylor Beck

Elise Waller - WTVG
Elise Waller

Allison Hammond - WXIN
Allison Hammond

Eric Ristow Producer Composite - WEWS
Eric Ristow

LIGHTING - STUDIO & LOCATION

Joseph Vella Lighting Compilation - Bayonet Media
Joseph Vella

GRAPHIC ARTS - SET DESIGN

WKYC News Studio - WKYC
John Forgetta, Daniel Canterna, Monique Jackson

2019 Emmy Awards Set Design - Digital Alchemy
Ted Vanhyning, John Stealey, Tamara Honesty

GRAPHIC ARTS - NEWS, ANIMATION, ART DESIGN

Peg’s Picks - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Jeff Haynes

Christmas Gifts Opening - Ball State University
Chris Flook

Favorite Designs of 2019 - Fox Sports Ohio
Greg Golya, Joseph Von Enck

19 News Graphics Package - WOIO
Brian Sinclair, Chris Stabile, Matt Quinn

Indians Take The Field - The Cleveland Indians
Mike Donelan

Animator: Christian Merrill - Cleveland Cavaliers
Christian Merrill
Terry Moir, Director of Integrative Marketing and Programming, joined the WKYC team in 1998. Her responsibilities include sales marketing and promotions, local programming, creation and production of all local commercials and aiding the sales team in the creation of new and non-traditional streams of revenue.

From 2008-2012, Moir also was the co-host of the popular “soft rock” morning radio show “Trapper Jack and the Morning Show” on Star 102.1 where she and her colleagues took the show to number 1 in the ratings.

Prior to coming to Channel 3, Moir spent more than 17 years in news, programming and marketing at WEWS, the ABC-affiliate in Cleveland, where her work was recognized with eight local Emmy awards and one national community service Emmy award. While at Scripps Howard, Moir also attended the prestigious Kellogg management training program at the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University.

A recipient of a Master’s of Business Administration from Case Western Reserve University, Moir’s interests included organizational behavior and labor relations, both fields which have served her well in management positions. She is on the board of The Gathering Place, and Chagrin Arts. She is a graduate of Leadership Cleveland 2015.

Moir resides in Twinsburg, Ohio and is the mother of two young adults Hana and Alexander.
EDITOR - NEWS/SPORTS

Editor Composite for Brett Bensley and Phil Nardiello
WTTV
Brett Bensley, Philip Nardiello

Chris Felt - Pacers Avid Editor - Fox Sports Indiana
Chris Felt

Andy Sugden Editing - WEWS
Andrew Sugden

Editor Composite - WTHR
Steve Rhodes

EDITOR - SHORT FORM

Dan Young Chevrolet - Wood Innovative Group, LLC
Barney Wood

Building the Browns: Training Camp Series Open
Cleveland Browns
Ricky Soinski

Dustin Demoret Editing Compilation - Bayonet Media
Dustin Demoret

WKYC Editor Short Form Compilation 2019 - WKYC
Ryan Radefeld

2019 Playoff Push Open - The Cleveland Indians
Steve Asbury
Mike Donelan

Editor- Kevin Libal - Cleveland Cavaliers
Kevin Libal

EDITOR - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Rethinking Manufacturing
National Institute Of Standards And Technology
Jose Ricardo Garcia

Building the Browns: Odell Beckham Jr. Arrives
Cleveland Browns
Ricky Soinski

Living Form - Ball State Daily News
Ryan Jay Shank

Zaccardelli - Indians legends - Fox SportsTime Ohio
John Zaccardelli

DIRECTOR - NON-LIVE (POST-PRODUCED)

Thy Neighbor Trailer - SplashVP, LLC
George A. Johnson

Love & Hope in Cleveland - Versace Entertainment
Vitaliy Versace

Rethinking Manufacturing
National Institute Of Standards And Technology
Jose Ricardo Garcia

Living Form - Ball State Daily News
Ryan Jay Shank

Match Point: The Rise of Men’s Volleyball
Ball State University
Jacob Clouse

DIRECTOR - SPORTS

Jamie Berns Director-Sports - Fox Sports Indiana
Jamie Berns

Indians Clutch Baseball - SportsTime Ohio
Michael Symonds

Cavaliers Basketball - Freelance
Daniel Sevic

DIRECTOR - LIVE OR LIVE TO TAPE

Cavaliers Live Pregame Show - Fox Sports Ohio
Daniel Sevic

Indians Live 7/31 - SportsTime Ohio
Michael Symonds

Academic Challenge - WEWS
Steve Kurrent

Jamie Berns Director Live or Live to Tape - Fox Sports Indiana
Jamie Berns

THE SILVER CIRCLE WELCOMES ALI GHANBARI
Celebrate tonight...

Commemorate your Emmy® nomination and salute those who contributed to the production of your Emmy® Award winning work with these extra items.

◆ Commemorative NATAS Regional Statue with gift box and laser engraved band. Ideal for company lobby. Some limitations apply.

◆ Production Plaque, 10.5” x 13” black outline and copy, high quality rosewood piano finish. Present this plaque to someone that contributed to your award winning entry.

◆ Nomination Plaque, 8” x 10” with black copy, high quality rosewood piano finish.

Student Pillar, 6” Optical Crystal with deluxe gift box.

◆ Student Pillar, 8” Optical Crystal with deluxe gift box.

Student Pillar, 10” Optical Crystal with deluxe gift box.

◆ Curved Glass Award. 10” x 7” with beveled edges and full color copy. Can be ordered in place of the Nomination or Production plaques.

For additional information
www.nataslgi.org
RESEARCH

1981 Revealed - SportsTime Ohio
Matt Underwood

Career Path Less Taken - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Gina Catanzarite

Horsepower: Indiana’s Equine Industry - WTIU
Ron Prickel

AUDIO

Thank You for the Challenge: The 10th Quadrennial International Violin Competition - WFYI
Kent Vernon, Andreas Klein

Music In Transit - Jake Huber Productions
John Huber

SOCIAL CONCERNS - SINGLE STORY

Domestic Forgiveness - WPTA
Gayl Beals II

Separated - WJW
Nzinga Christine Blake, Chris Reece, Janelle Bass, Stephanie Filo

Race and Tickets - WISH
Stephanie Zepelin

Overtime Overload - WTTV
Frank Mickens, Gregory Dunn

Little John - WEWS
Homa Bash

Organ Donation in an Opioid Crisis - WXIN
Bearishelle Edmé, Patrick Lynch

Failed Child Death Reports - WTTV
Jill Glavan, James Suiter

INTERACTIVE MEDIA

Applause Performances - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Dan Polletta, Dave DeOreo

Let’s Be Clear - WKYC
Will Ujek, Mike Leonard, Chris Cantergiani, Stephanie Metzger, Rob Gardner, Jonathan Adkins, Denise Polverine, Chris Kunz

JOURNALISTIC ENTERPRISE - NO TIME LIMIT

Saving Hoosier Moms and Babies - WRTV
Stephanie Wade

Sarah Buduson - WEWS
Sarah Buduson

Enterprise, Engage, Enlight - WEWS
Jonathan Walsh

Producer Tom Meyer - WKYC
Tom Meyer

Ron Regan Enterprise - WEWS
Ron Regan

COMMERCIAL

Gordon Parks Exhibition Promo
The Cleveland Museum of Art / Fusion Filmworks
Caroline Guscott, Grace Nowak, Jon LaGuardia

Dan Young Chevrolet - Wood Innovative Group, LLC / Mnemonic
Barney Wood, Gregory Compton

Hard Truth Hills Commercial - Bayonet Media
Joseph Vella, Dustin Demoret, Jake Foster

PROMOTION - PROGRAM IMAGE

We Wish You A Merry Christmas Sweater - WKYC
Ryan Radefeld, John Forgetta, Jay Crawford

Cavs Retail Brand - Cleveland Art Museum
Cleveland Cavaliers
Kevin Libal, Nate Klein

PROMOTION - PROGRAM SPORTS

Cleveland Cavaliers - Chamber of Light - Think Media Studios
Brian Glazen, AJ Johnson, Geoff Yaw, Julia Thorndike, Taylor Caruso, Caleb Crossen, Kasey Drzazga, Ryan Hardy, Matthew Eck

Our Towns Our Teams - Fox Sports Ohio
John Zaccardelli, Greg Golya, Jon Ebright
High School $2,000

Samantha Spinale
Avon High School
Hometown: Avon, Ohio
Currently a youth correspondent for Acceleration Nation, and NASCAR.
Served as youth advisor for Michigan International Speedway.

College $2,500

Payton Burkhammer
University of Akron
Hometown(s): Marietta, Ohio and Parkersburg, West Virginia
Directs hour long UA@Night program, and has directed/produced multiple documentaries.
Recipient of a 2018 College Student Award from the Lower Great Lakes Chapter for “Lowdown” in the Arts & Entertainment Category.

College $2,500

Seena Greiwe
Ball State University
Hometown: Columbus, Indiana
Produces work for ESPN, NASCAR, NCAA, and the Cincinnati Bengals
Content creator for National Brand Accounts

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
Rick Jackson
Amy Cummings
Alyssa Ivanson
PROMOTION - PROGRAM SINGLE SPOT/CAMPAIGN

**Tap the App** - WKYC
David Hrvatin

**The Score: Drumline** - WPTA
Rob Anderson
Christopher Brown, Kameron Robinson

**Rev. Marvin Chandler: Open to the Moment Promo**
Gudaitis Production
David Gudaitis

**I Know You - Whitmer vs Central Catholic 2019** - BCSN
Michael Hoge, John Gibson

**ECHL Finals Game 5 - Newfoundland vs Toledo** - BCSN
Michael Hoge

PROMOTION NEWS PROMO - IMAGE

**Check With Chuck** - WTHR
Kerry Williams

**First Alert for Spring Weather** - WOIO
Christopher Kline

**70 Years of WTTV** - WTTV
Drew Varvel, Adam Roth

**ABC News synergy campaign** - WEWS
Dan Coyle, Todd Kleckner, Thomas Duska

PROMOTION NEWS PROMO - SINGLE SPOT/CAMPAIGN

**What’s Next: Innovation** - WKYC
David Hrvatin, Steve Pullen

**Ohio Voices Promotion** - Spectrum News
Bryan Levin, Jason Pheister, Karl Turner, Alison Momeyer

**I Was Used as Catfish Bait** - WTHR
Kerry Williams

**13 Investigates Krabbe Disease** - WTHR
Shelby Simpson

**WOIO CBS 19 - Slo Mo Weather** - WOIO
Rob Boenau, Robert Weske, Chris Stabile, Christopher Kline, JoAnn Larsen, Julie Sechrist

**Blind Zone Danger** - WTHR
Blake Brenneman

COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSA) - SINGLE SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

**Downtown Cleveland - Build Something** - Fusion Filmworks
Grace Nowak, Jon LaGuardia

**Riverfront Promenade** - PUNCH Films
Derek Devine

**The Stars Lined Up: Cadie’s Survival Story** - Breakwall Media
Ben Harper

**Reimagining Summit Lake** - Pritt Entertainment Group
Ryan Pritt, Josh Kuss, Craig DiRienzo, Jeffrey Pritt

BRANDED CONTENT PROGRAM - LONG FORM (LONGER THAN 10 MINUTES)

**Colts Life: Kenny Moore II** - Indianapolis Colts
Kenny Moore, Matthew Dominick, Matthew Wilkening, Dave Knickerbocker, Harrison Pogue, Conner Handel

**Colts Life: Darius Leonard** - Indianapolis Colts
Darius Leonard, Amber Derrow, Dave Knickerbocker, Matthew Dominick, Matthew Wilkening

BRANDED CONTENT PROGRAM - SHORT FORM (10 MINUTES OR LESS)

**Rethinking Manufacturing**
National Institute Of Standards And Technology
Jose Ricardo Garcia
Leon Gerskovic, David Stewart, Zara Brunner

**How Not To F**K Up The Croissant** - Bayonet Media
Joseph Vella, Jake Foster, Kevin Grazioi

**Cleveland International Film Festival Welcome Trailer Campaign** - Fusion Filmworks
Jon LaGuardia, Grace Nowak

**Cleveland Rocks - ASG Edition** - The Cleveland Indians
Nick Owens, Steve Asbury

SHORT FORMAT PROGRAM - INFORMATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT

**Thank you, Bill** - Pritt Entertainment Group
Craig DiRienzo, Jeffrey Pritt, Josh Kuss, Ryan Pritt, David Stephenson, James Miller
Proud to be Indiana’s News Leader

Congratulations to the many talented and dedicated professionals at WTHR-TV for another year of broadcast excellence
[indi]android - Hoosier Cryptids: The Beast of Busco - WTIU
John Timm, Payton Knobeloch

Rogers Report: Aviation - WBGU
Zachary Mills, Meghan Murray

Claire's Day - Matt Russell, LLC
Matt Russell, David Kuznicki

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE
(OTHER THAN NEWS OR SPORTS)

American Pianists Awards 2019 Gala Finals - WFYI
Pete Saetre, Brad McQueen, Joel Harrison, Peter Kaiser

Fingerstyle! Indiana’s Guitar Festival - WTIU
Jason Pear, Jay Kincaid, Rob Anderson

PUBLIC/CURRENT/COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Comcast Newsmakers Lauren Day 8-27-09
Wood Innovative Group, LLC
Barney Wood, Talor Bassett

Human Trafficking in Northeast Ohio - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Darrielle Snipes

Hiring Hoosiers - WRTV
Terri Cope-Walton, Amanda Starrantino, Rafael Sanchez,
Tyler Logan, Marc Mullins

Working Together Works-Community Heroes - WXIN
Fanchon Stinger, Meghann Miller

NOSTALGIA PROGRAM - PROGRAM/SPECIAL/SERIES

A Soldier’s Story: Never Forgotten - WGTE
Nathaniel Hursh

Wapakoneta Celebrates Its Favorite Son 50 Years Later
WVIZ PBS ideastream
Rick Jackson, Jean-Marie Papoi, Amy Cummings

The Children’s Crusade Revisited: Slaughterhouse Five at 50
WTIU
John Krull, Aric Hartvig, Joel Cramer, Erica Irish, Emily Ketterer

THE GOLD CIRCLE WELCOMES DEAN PANTAZI

MAGAZINE PROGRAM - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Journey Indiana - Episode 110 - WTIU
Jason Pear, Ashley Dillard, Brandon Wentz

Cribbs In The CLE: Josh and Maria Live - WOIO
Josh Cribbs, Maria Cribbs, Heather Macks, Robert Weske,
Nick Lintala, Rob Boenau, Jodi Sproul, Zachariah Durr

WISH Patrol Holiday Special - WISH
Trey Friedrichs, Alexander Hadley, Shawn Pierce, Brooke Martin

Ideas Sunday - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Rick Jackson, Stephanie Jarvis, Amy Cummings

Cribbs In The CLE - Halloween Special - WOIO
Heather Macks, Robert Weske, Maria Cribbs, Josh Cribbs

WANE Summer Road Trip - WANE
Alyssa Ivanson

Cribbs In The CLE - 12 Days Of Cribbs-Mas - WOIO
Robert Weske, Heather Macks, Maria Cribbs, Josh Cribbs

At Home with Jim Nantz - WISH
Anthony Calhoun, Jason Thompson

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION - PROGRAM/SERIES OR SPECIAL

Political Radar: The Race for Mayor - WPTA
Jonathan Shelley, Ian Hoover, Christopher Brown, Brien McElhatten, Daniel Beals

Secret Recipe - WKYC
Jessica Miller, Hollie Strano

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL - PROGRAM/SERIES OR SPECIAL

NewsDepth - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Margaret Cavalier, Natalia Garcia, Rick Jackson, Jean-Marie Papoi, Michael Edelman, Anne Glausser

Veterans’ Voices - WANE
Alyssa Ivanson

Who Is Elon Musk? The History of SpaceX and Tesla - WFYI
Nate Heck
DOCUmENTARy - TOpICAL

Wetlands - 12 Stars Media
Grant Michael

Guns in Ohio: Schools Under Fire - Spectrum News
Alison Momeyer, Lorri Leighten, Bryan Levin, Audrey Gruber,
Andrew Fiscus, Jason Pheister

Veteran Children: When Parents Go To War
Hackley Productions
Martha Jackson, Susan Hackley

DOCUmENTARy - HISTORICAL

One Small Step, One Small Town: Neil Armstrong - WBGU
Zachary Mills, Meghan Murray

One Small Step - WTVG
Justin Billau, Kelly Brightmore, Mark Schriefer, Christina Williams,
Tony Geftos, Lissa Guyton, Sashem Brey, Michael Bratton

Bob Hammel & Bloomington: A 50 Year Love Affair - WTIU
Bob Massie, Rob Anderson

The Revolutionist: Eugene V. Debs - WFYI
Kim Jacobs, Kyle Travers

DOCUmENTARy - CULTURAL

Terre Haute: Rise & Resilience - WTIU
Mark Gibson, Ron Prickel, Rob Anderson

No Limits Arts Series - Eiteljorg - 12 Stars Media
Grant Michael

Thank You for the Challenge: The 10th Quadrennial
International Violin Competition - WFYI
Gary Harrison

WEATHER - NEWS WEATHERCAST

High Wind Warning/Snow Prediction - WTTV
Chris Wright

Ashley Brown Weather - WISH
Ashley Brown

January Fury - WKYC

THE MEDIA SCHOOL
INDIANA UNIVERSITY

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR AWARD NOMINEES

College Short Form - Non-Fiction
Bryce Reif
Jeremy Nutter

College Newscast & Information
IU NewsNet

College News: General Assignment
Ommeed Mall

College Sports
Jeremy Nutter
Peter Laccetti
Bryce Reif

mediaschool.indiana.edu
John Dissauer - 11pm Weathercast June 4, 2019 - WTTV
John Dissauer

WTOL Winter Weather - WTOL
Chris Vickers

WEATHER - NEWS SINGLE STORY

Dream House Destroyed - Fort Wayne's NBC
Tom Powell

Indy 500 and the Weather - Fort Wayne's NBC
Jon Wilson, Luke Secaur

Celina Tornadoes - WTVG
Melissa Voetsch, Todd Gaertner

Flooding on Middle Bass Island - WEWS
Olivia Fecteau, Michael Harris, Drew Scofield

SPORTS EVENT/GAME - LIVE/UNEDITED

Cleveland Cavaliers - NBA Basketball - Fox Sports Ohio
Brent Valenti, Tom Farmer, Patrick Kilkenny, Daniel Sevic, 
Fred McLeod, Austin Carr, Angelique Gray, Mitchell Hadden, 
Pat Pharo

Indiana Pacers Basketball: Celtics vs. Pacers December 11, 
2019 - Fox Sports Indiana
Max Leinwand, Jamie Berns, Larry Mago, Bill Cochran

Cleveland Indians Baseball - SportsTime Ohio
Jim Murphy, Tom Farmer, Matt Underwood, Andre Knott, 
Patrick Kilkenny, Mike Pocta, Steve Barto, Michael Symonds, 
Mitchell Hadden

SPORTS - ONE-TIME SPECIAL

All Access Pass - WISH
Anthony Calhoun, Jason Thompson

Fred McLeod - Calling The Shots - Fox Sports Ohio
Brent Valenti, Jeff Platz

Countdown to Indy - WISH
Shawn Pierce

Indiana Pacers 2019 Preview Show - Fox Sports Indiana
Colleen Lotz, Chris Felt, Jeremiah Johnson, Larry Mago, 
Bill Cochran

FOX59 at the Indy 500 - WXIN
David Griffiths, Philip Nardiello, Chris Hagan, Chris Widlic, 
Brett Bensley, Wes Woodward

Trackside 6 - WRTV
Dave Furst, Brad Brown, Michael Hartz, Jason Scheuer

Rent's Due - The Cleveland Cavaliers
Jon Braue, Nate Segall, Joseph Talbot, Rory McHarg, Nikki Finn, 
Javon Shell, Anthony Bommarito, David Sosna, Jeremy Hawks, 
Courtney Payton, Dimitrius Ramirez

SPORTS-INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Countdown to Kickoff - WISH
Anthony Calhoun, Ross Bolin, Charles Clifford, Jason Thompson

CAVS Conversation: Kevin & Channing - Fox Sports Ohio
Brent Valenti, Tad Carper, David McElhatten

Olympian Dominique Moceanu Models A Fresh Start For American Gymnasts - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Mary Fecteau, Stephanie Jarvis

SPORTS - DOCUMENTARY

Wall of Honor: Cavaliers Early Journey - The Cleveland Cavaliers
Dave Dombrowski, Tad Carper, Leo Simone, Jon Braue, 
Nate Segall, Joseph Talbot, Davis Nixon, Rory McHarg, 
Hamoody Jaafar, Ashley Carey

Colts Forever: Hunter Smith - Indianapolis Colts
Matthew Wilkening, Harrison Pogue, Zack Baker, Dave 
Knickerbocker, Larra Overton, Matthew Dominick

With The Next Pick: The Colts Are On The Clock
Indianapolis Colts
Matthew Dominick, Michael Stevens, Matthew Wilkening, 
Conner Handel, Kevin Conners, Dave Knickerbocker, Amber 
Derrow

SPORTS PROGRAM - POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

Speedway Spectacular - WISH
Anthony Calhoun, Ross Bolin, Charles Clifford, Jason Thompson

Building the Browns - Cleveland Browns
Paul Taylor

Links to the Game - Freddie Kitchens/Browns 2019
Sportstime Ohio
Lee Sechrist, Jerrod Borkey, Jimmy Hanlin, Ashley Collins, 
Tom Farmer, Patrick Kilkenny
**SPORTS PROGRAM - LIVE**

**The Zone** - WISH  
Anthony Calhoun, Ross Bolin, Brian Eckstein

**Indians Live** - SportsTime Ohio  
Tom Farmer, Michael Bachmann, Jensen Lewis, Patrick Kilkenny, Al Pawlowski, Andre Knott

**Cavaliers Live Pregame, 2018-19 Season** - Fox Sports Ohio  
Tom Farmer, Patrick Kilkenny, Dan Larsen, Jeff Platz, M. Campy Russell

**Pacers Live Pregame - Game 3 vs Boston**  
Fox Sports Midwest  
Larry Mago, Bill Cochran, Kenneth Sothman, Jeremiah Johnson, Eddie Gill, Jamie Berns

**SPORTS - FEATURE/SEGMENT**

**Larry Clisby; The Call on His Career** - WLFI  
Jordan Burrows

**Journey Indiana - Sport Through Sound** - WTIU  
Jacob Lindauer, John Timm

**Born Addicted: Jonah’s Journey** - WTOL  
Jordan Strack, John Juby, Eric Rerucha

**Rettig Brothers** - WTVG  
Justin Feldkamp

**Colts Forged: Cain’s Comeback Part One** - Indianapolis Colts  
Matthew Dominick, Conner Handel, Dave Knickerbocker, Kevin Conners, Matthew Wilkening

**Carlos Carrasco Roberto Clemente Award Nomination Video**  
The Cleveland Indians  
Nick Owens

**SPORTS - SPORTSCAST**

**The Zone** - WISH  
Anthony Calhoun, Brian Eckstein, Ross Bolin

**CBS4 at the Indy 500** - WTTV  
Chris Widlic, Philip Nardiello

**SPORTS - SINGLE NEWS STORY**

**A Feel For the Game** - WEWS  
Andrew Sugden, Jon Doss

**Running Blind** - WTOL  
Kristi Kopaniasz

**Toledo’s Day in the Sun** - Buckeye Broadband  
Brigette Burnett, Marcus Harrison
Changing the Face of Football - WANE
Kaitor Kay, Randi Orr

SPORTS - SINGLE NEWS STORY

Why the rich get richer under the NFL’s current instant replay setup - WEWS
Camryn Justice

SOCIETAL CONCERNS - SERIES

Transitioning: A Journey of Self-Discovery - WRTV
Amanda Starrantino, Paul Chiodo

Feed Our Valley - WFMJ
Derek Steyer

Drowning in Dysfunction - WEWS
Ron Regan, Bridgette Pacholka, Rob Klein, Jonathan Walsh

La Sangre Llama-Your Blood leads you home - WOIO
Jorge Ramos Pantoja, Michael Brown, Lydia Esparra

Shattered Faith - WICU/WSEE
Paul Wagner

Disturbing Discovery - WANE
Randi Orr, Kaitor Kay

MILITARY: SINGLE STORY/SERIES

Your Service - WEWS
Rob Powers, Patricia Hickey

Failing Corporal Carson - WKYC
Phil Trexler, Mike Leonard

The Soldiers and Sailors Monument - WTTV
Robert Donaldson, Tom Sheehan

A Legacy of Honor-the 555th - WEWS
Andrew Sugden

HUMAN INTEREST - SERIES

A Letter Straight From The Heart - WEWS
Rob Powers

Stories from Cleveland - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Mary Fecteau, Justin Glanville

WISH Patrol - WISH
Trey Friedrichs, Alexander Hadley, Brooke Martin

Hardworking Cleveland Series - WKYC
Matt Frieden, Denise Polverine, Megan Gallagher

A Better Land - WEWS
Kelly Hainer, Amanda Merrell, Homa Bash, Kevin Barry, Frank Wiley, Jr.

Our Medical Reporter Has a Brain Tumor - WKYC
Susan Moses, Jessica Miller, Rob Gardner, Monica Robins, Carl Kriss, Sara Shookman

HUMAN INTEREST - SINGLE STORY

Journey Indiana - An Appalling Catastrophe: The Purdue Train Wreck of 1903 - WTIU
Todd Gould, Adam Carroll, Saddam Al-Zubaidi

Total Recall - WTHR
Steve Rhodes, Jennie Runevitch

Matthew’s Voices - WTHR
Clint Erbacher

Who’s Coming For You - WJW
Suzanne Stratford

An Outfit’s Deepest Layer - WXIN
Michael Sullivan, Austyn Knox

Vision Quest - WXIN
Ray Crttopassi, James Suiter

School of One: Jimmil’s Journey - WKYC
Lindsay Buckingham, Raquel Hagman

THE SILVER CIRCLE WELCOMES LEE JORDAN
Congratulations to all the nominees

The Cleveland Association of Broadcasters (CAB) works collaboratively in the industry to continue to advance excellence in Cleveland broadcasting through education, social interaction, recognition, and philanthropy.
HISTORICAL/CULTURAL PROGRAM OR SPECIAL

Sam Sheppard: Case Closed - WJW
Bill Sheil, Andrew Fishman, David Arnold, Carrie Largent

They’re Dying and Nobody Cares - Fort Wayne’s NBC
Tom Powell

WRTV--70 Years Together - WRTV
Terri Cope-Walton, Judy Carbone, Michael Hartz, Marc Mullins, Jason Ronimous

HEALTH/SCIENCE - SINGLE STORY

Stage 4 Needs More - WJW
Chris Reece, Stacey Kosich

Screwed - WTOL
Brian Dugger, Eric Rerucha

EAZ171: Curing Neuropathy in Black Women - WXIN
Beairshelle Edmé, Patrick Lynch

Up in Smoke - WEWS
Sarah Buduson, Rob Klein

At What Cost: Crossing Borders for Insulin - WTHR
Ryan Thedwall, Anne Marie Tiernon

Pharmacy’s Secret Crisis - WEWS
Ron Regan, Rob Klein

HEALTH/SCIENCE - PROGRAM OR SPECIAL

13 Investigates: Gasping for Care - WTHR
Bob Segall, Steve Rhodes, Susan Batt, William Ditton, Jason Richards, Mehak Sandhu, Shelby Simpson, Scott Hums

Orion: The New Frontier - WKYC
Betsy Kling, Michael Friend, Jeff Reidel

HEALTH/SCIENCE - NEWS SERIES

Paramedics Sound Alarm on PTSD - WOIO
Sara Goldenberg, Devin Lamb

Teen Football Player Mysteriously Dies - WISH
Jennifer Dreasler

Diagnosis: Debt - WEWS
Mark Ackerman, Jonathan Walsh, Bridgette Pacholka

Hidden Dangers of Having Hoosiers - WXIN
Beairshelle Edmé, James Suter

ENVIRONMENT - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Journey Indiana - Preserving Prairie Land - WTIU
John Timm

Deadly Gas Lurking in Classrooms - WOIO
Shannon Houser

Cuyahoga River Dams - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Mark Urycki, Roger Lumpkin, Timothy Dubravetz

Green Burial - WJW
Chris Reece, Stacey Frey-Kosich

H2OhNo - WEWS
Olivia Fecteau, Michael Harris, Drew Scofield, Patrick Roberts

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Reading, Writing, and Waste - WKYC
Tom Meyer, Mike Leonard, Phil Trexler

Golden Apple Award - WISH
Brenna Donnelly

Troubled Teacher - WPTA
Jonathan Shelley, Ian Hoover, Kaitlyn Kendall

Journey Indiana - Planting a Seed - WTIU
Jason Pear

Cyber Cheating - WEWS
Sarah Buduson, Anthony Garcia

Noah’s Arc: Being Different Never Matters - WJW
Bill Sheil, Stacy Gilbert

The Ultimate Underdog - WJW
Maia Belay, Nabiel Muhammed

CRIME - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES

Unsolved Amy Mihaljevic - WKYC
Phil Trexler, James Renner, Andrew Horansky, Rob Gardner

Guns and Domestic Violence - WISH
Stephanie Zepelin
Tinsley Detectives Tell All - WANE
Alyssa Ivanson

Drugged Driving -- the Deadly Consequences - WRTV
Kara Kenney, Brad Forestal

Savage Attack Exposes Broken System - WKYC
Tom Meyer, Mike Leonard

To Catch a Killer: Samuel Little - WOIO
Sara Goldenberg, Matt Quinn, Christopher Kline

Unprotected - WEWS
Ron Regan, Rob Klein, Mark Ackerman

CHILDREN/YOUTH/TEEN PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Aging Out - WJW
Janelle Bass, Chris Reece, Nzinga Christine Blake, Stephanie Filo

The Friday Zone: Creature Comforts - WTIU
Eric Bolstridge

Career Path Less Taken - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Gina Catanzarite, Mark Rosenberger, Anne Glausser, Mark Lammers, Brent Davis, Zak Boyle

Stealing the Mona Lisa: The Art Theft of the Century - WFYI
Nate Heck, Tim Irwin

BUSINESS/CONSUMER - SINGLE STORY/SERIES

Medical Marijuana business impact series - WEWS
Kevin Barry, Gary Abrahamsen

Unemployment in the Autism Community - WJW
Adrienne DiPiazza, Chris Reece

Two-Day Shipping, One Big Mess - WEWS
Jonathan Walsh

Contractor Chaos - WEWS
Jonathan Walsh, Gary Abrahamsen

Schoolyard Swindler - WEWS
Ron Regan

13 Investigates: Consumer Reports - WTHR
Bob Segall, William Ditton, Steve Rhodes, Susan Batt

Childhood Debt Surprise - WTHR
Sandra Chapman, William Ditton, Ryan Thedwall

Tell the story, share the truth
and keep people safe.

Thank you, winners and nominees, for representing the very best of what we need to do for our communities.
TALENT - REPORTER - SPORTS

John Kosich: Excellence in Sports Reporting - WEWS
John Kosich

Furst Spotlights - WRTV
Dave Furst

Jon Doss Sports Reporter - WEWS
Jon Doss

TALENT - REPORTER - POLITICAL

Dan Spehler- Covering Politics in 2019 - WXIN
Daniel Spehler

John Kosich: Excellence in Political Reporting - WEWS
John Kosich

Democratic Presidential Debate - Ohio - WTOL
Andrew Kinsey

TALENT - REPORTER - LIVE

Damon Maloney Reports LIVE - WOIO
Damon Maloney

Morning Show Live Reporter Meredith Juliet - WTHR
Meredith Juliet

TALENT - REPORTER - INVESTIGATIVE

Investigator Tom Meyer - WKYC
Tom Meyer

Jonathan Walsh Reporting - WEWS
Jonathan Walsh

Sarah Buduson - WEWS
Sarah Buduson

Scott Noll Exposing Trash, Travel, & Terrible Hires - WEWS
Scott Noll

Ron Regan Composite - WEWS
Ron Regan

TALENT - REPORTER - GENERAL ASSIGNMENT

Kevin Barry General Assignment Composite - WEWS
Kevin Barry

Crime Reports Daily Assignments - WTHR
Steve Jefferson

TALENT - PERFORMER/HOST/NARRATOR

Annessa Chumbley, Host - WISH
Annessa Chumbley

Academic Challenge - WEWS
Rob Powers

Jeremiah Johnson - Pacers Host/Reporter
Fox Sports Indiana
Jeremiah Johnson

Twas the Night Before Christmas - WKYC
Leon Bibb

NorthEATS Ohio - WKYC
Austin Love

TALENT - COMMENTATOR/EDITORIALIST

75th D-Day Anniversary - WKYC
Leon Bibb

TALENT - ANCHOR - SPORTS

Jon Doss Sports Anchor - WEWS
Jon Doss

Dave Furst Sports - WRTV
Dave Furst

Anthony Calhoun, Sports Anchor - WISH
Anthony Calhoun

TALENT - ANCHOR - WEATHER

A Week of First Weathers - WKYC
Betsy Kling

Jason Nicholas - Weather Composite - WOIO
Jason Nicholas

First Warning Forecast - WTVG
Ross Ellet

Check with Chuck - WTHR
Chuck Lofton
TALENT - ANCHOR-NEWS

Rob Powers - Cleveland - WEWS
Rob Powers

Amanda Starrantino - Evening Anchor - WRTV
Amanda Starrantino

Angela Brauer Anchor Composite - WTTV
Angela Brauer

Terra Brantley Indiana Hall of Fame Anchor - WANE-TV
Terra Brantley

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT - PROGRAM/PROGRAM FEATURE/SPECIAL

WGTE Presents: Toledo Ballet’s 79th Annual Nutcracker
WGTE
Courtney Clark

Recharged: The Art of Creative Renewal - WFYI
Sharon Gamble, Sandra Roob

Small Studio Sessions - WFYI
Melissa Davis, Aric Hartvig, Christopher Elberfeld

Ken Nordine: Video for the Ear - Western Reserve Media
Carl Palmer

Applause featuring Bandurists, Porcelain Museum, Mama Fasi - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Dennis Knowles, Dan Polletta, Carrie Wise, Natalia Garcia

Why Does Spain Have So Much Creativity? (Dali, Picasso, Gaudi, and Okuda) - WFYI
Nate Heck, Tim Irwin

THE SILVER CIRCLE WELCOMES TERRY MOIR

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

WE FLY

52 Emmys, 22 Student Production Awards and counting...
ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Journey Indiana - Ken Bucklew: Beyond Talent - WTIU
Saddam Al-Zubaidi

Does Cleveland have a Banksy? - WKYC
Andrew Horansky

Broadway Buddies - WEWS
Homa Bash, Bridgette Pacholka

Tri-C Teaches Kids Dance Mastery - WVIZ PBS ideastream
Mary Fecteau, David C. Barnett

The MVP - WXIN
Beairshelle Edmé

Roll Bounce - WEWS
Amanda VanAllen, Andrew Sugden

GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORT - WITHIN 24 HOURS

Downtown Sidewalk Jungle - WEWS
Kevin Barry

The Honor Walk - WTHR
Jennie Runevitch, Clint Erbacher

GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORT - NO TIME LIMIT

Prescription Rescue - WEWS
Ron Regan

The Words - WTHR
Josh Blankenship, Anna Carrera

Angel Room - WTHR
Ryan Thedwall, Jennie Runevitch, Matt Whisner

Wrong Way Ohio - WEWS
Jordan Vandenberge, Rob Klein

BREAKING NEWS

Woodward Shooting - WTVG
Elise Waller, Jaclyn Maassel, Joe Nugent, Alexander Schwind, Micaela Marshall

Andrew Luck Calls it Quits - WXIN
Chris Hagan, Philip Nardiello, Troy Butler, Chris Widlic, Elise DeCola

Pendleton IN Tornado Outbreak - WRTV
Stephanie Wade, Kevin Gregory, Terri Cope-Walton, Kyle Mounce

SPOT NEWS

Tragedy in Dayton - WKYC
Tricia Stuckey Gardner, Jonathan Adkins, Russ Mitchell, Joshua Folk, Craig Roberson, Amani Abraham

Woodville Missing Woman Found - WTOL
Eric Rerucha, Kenneth Kruse, Amy Steigerwald

CONTINUING COVERAGE

Did the City of Cleveland violate ethics law in handling of case involving mayor’s grandson? - WOIO
Hannah Catlett

Crisis in Corrections - WEWS
Scott Noll, Rob Klein, Ian Cross, Jim Duncan

The System: A Call for Help - WEWS
Mark Ackerman, Samah Assad, Jonathan Walsh, Rob Klein

TEAM COVERAGE

Heavy Rain - WFMJ
Lauren Stebelton, Leslie Barrett, Danielle Cotterman, Chris Cerenelli, Janet Rogers, Michelle Nicks

Death at Daycare - WEWS
Scott Noll, Sarah Buduson

Election Night 2019 - WTVG
Melissa Watson, Elise Waller

Tragedy in Dayton - WKYC
Jonathan Adkins, Tricia Stuckey Gardner, Denise Porderine, Russ Mitchell, Joshua Folk, Sara Shookman, Ryan Haidet, Craig Roberson, Jasmine Monroe, Amani Abraham, Andrew Horansky

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT - SINGLE STORY/SERIES

Women Rule Allen Superior Court - WANE
Alyssa Ivanson

Lost State Property - WISH
Stephanie Zepelin

Social Insecurity - WEWS
Jonathan Walsh
Forget Fundraising, Traveling on Taxpayers - WEWS
Scott Noll

Case of Mistaken Vanity - WTTV
Jill Glavan, James Suiter

Battleground 2020: The Midwest - Spectrum News
Taylor Popielarz, Taurean Small

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT - SINGLE STORY

City Hall’s Repeat Felons - WKYC
Tom Meyer

Guilty without Proof - WTOL
Brian Dugger, Eric Rerucha

Case Dismissed - WEWS
Sarah Buduson, Andrew Sugden, Mark Ackerman

The Toughest Battle - WEWS
Sarah Buduson, Andrew Sugden

13 Investigates: The Blind Zone - WTHR
Bob Segall, William Ditton, Susan Batt

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT - SERIES

The Strange Disappearance of Tammy Grogan - WTOL
Brian Dugger, Eric Rerucha

Expired Justice - WEWS
Sarah Buduson, Andrew Sugden, Mark Ackerman

13 Investigates: Who’s Keeping Watch - WTHR
Sandra Chapman, William Ditton, Frank Young

LIGHT FEATURE NEWS - REPORT

We Interrupt This Program - WPTA
Brien McElhatten

Grandma Joy’s Road Trip - WTHR
Richard Nye

Dark Knight Runner - WTHR
Allen Carter, Steve Rhodes

The Influencers - WEWS
Homa Bash, Bridgette Pacholka, Andrew Sugden, Anthony Garcia

Hired or Fired: High Rise Window Washer - WXIN
Ray Cortopassi, David Grove

LIGHT FEATURE NEWS - SERIES

Chuck’s Big Adventure - WTHR
Chuck Lofton, Steve Rhodes

Shred The Midwest - WXIN
Britt Baker

Newsmakers in the Driver’s Seat - WTTV
Robert Donaldson

Phil Finds Out - WISH
Trey Friedrichs, Phil Sanchez

Buckeye Built - WEWS
Meg Shaw, Michael Harris

SERIOUS FEATURE NEWS - REPORT

The Girl in the Picture - WEWS
Sarah Buduson, Andrew Sugden

Stop the Silence - WJW
Maia Belay

Maternity Care Deserts: Nowhere To Go - WRTV
Stephanie Wade, Paul Chioldo

SERIOUS FEATURE NEWS - SERIES

Who Killed Amy? - WOIO
Nichole Vrsansky, Kevin Dorenkott

CBS4 Problem Solvers - WTTV
Jill Glavan, Angela Graves, James Suiter

Nightmare Next Door - WEWS
Ron Regan, Scott Noll, Jordan Vandenberge, Rob Klein

NEWS SPECIAL

Shutdown In Lordstown - WEWS
Tara Sutton, Rob Powers, Michael Harris, John Kosich, Homa Bash, Joe Pagonakis, Frank Wiley, Jr., Anthony Garcia, Karen Van Vleck, Devon Marti, Taeler De Haes

GM Lordstown Idled - WFMJ
Sheila Miller

Inside The Red Line - WRTV
Richard Harker, Michael Hartz, Rafael Sanchez, Keith Hatten, Jason Ronimous
WEEKEND NEWSCAST - MARKET 51+

WTOL Weekend Newscast - WTOL
Vic Pratt, Joe Cromer, Nick Delwiche, Tyler Paley, Silas Tsang, Andrew Kinsey

13abc Action News Weekend Morning - WTVG
Tony Geftos, Christina Williams

ABC21 News Weekend - WPTA
Jonathan Shelley, Gayl Beals II, Brien McElhatten, David Smith

WEEKEND NEWSCAST - MARKET 1-50

News 8 at 10pm - WISH
Dan Klein, Anthony Calhoun

Fox 8 News at 10 - Shelby Tornado - WJW
Alison Reilly, Marc Singer, Michael Hnatiak

Tragedy in Dayton: 3News at 11 - WKYC
Megan Gallagher, Kierra Cotton, Russ Mitchell, Matt Frieden, David Reynolds, Joshua Folk, Michael Friend, Tricia Stuckey Gardner, Lynna Lai, Craig Roberson, Jasmine Monroe

One Weekend, Ten Tornadoes - WXIN
Mallory Weil, Krista Miller, Lindsey Eaton, Troy Butler, Elise DeCola

Andrew Luck’s Surprise Retirement - WTHR
Megan Simpson, Kelly Stevenson, Taylor Beck

NEWSCAST-MORNING-MARKET 51+

Deadly Ohio Tornadoes - WTOL
Nicole Grzecki, Joe Cromer, Emily Cohen, Corey Clagg, Melissa Andrews, Michelle Backus, Tim Miller, Chris Vickers

Last Cruze - WFMJ
Amy Garland, Stephen Vesey, Christa Lamendola, Rachael Kerr, Emily Frazzini, Malaynia Spiva, Andrew DiPaolo, Tyler Hoffman, John Mikulas, John Hoppa, Glenn Lay

NEWSCAST-MORNING-MARKET 1-50

Good Morning Cleveland - WEWS
Erika Lancaster, Laura Hartog, Katie Ussin, Meg Shaw, Jessi Schultz, Jonathan Rudder, David Kraska, Michael Vielhaber, Kim Dreher Plaatje

Fox 8 news in the Morning - WJW
Andrew Fishman, Wayne Dawson, Kristi Capel, Stefani Schaefer, Benjamin Lombardi

26 Shot in 32 Seconds - WKYC
Ryan Haidet, Danielle Wiggins, Jasmine Monroe, Russ Mitchell

Cleveland 19 News This Morning: Pepper Pike Explosion - WOIO
Adam Fullerton, John Bindas, Colin McDermott, Neeha Curtis, Damon Maloney

Tornado Damage Across Indiana - WTTV
Megan DeLucenay, Star Derry, Rachel Bogle, Macy Thombleson

NEWSCAST-DAYTIME-MARKET 1-50

ABC21 News at Noon - WPTA
Jonathan Shelley, Paula Hinton, Brien McElhatten, Ian Hoover, Kaitlyn Kendall

WTOL Newscast Daytime - WTOL
Allison Hendricks, Andrew Kinsey, Kristi Leigh

NEWSCAST-DAYTIME-MARKET 1-50

Eyewitness News at 5 - WTHR
Ashley Hardin-Hammons

Fox 8 News at 5pm - WJW
Andrew Fishman, Marc Singer, Chris Gibilisco, Tracy McCool

Fox 8 News at 5pm - WJW
Andrew Fishman, Marc Singer, Chris Gibilisco, Tracy McCool

News 5 at 5 - WEWS
Amanda Merrell, Danita Harris, Rob Powers, Mark E. Johnson

NEWSCAST - EVENING - MARKET 51+

13abc Action News at 11 PM - WTVG
Elise Waller, Alexander Schwind

WKBN 27 First News at Six - WKBN
Kristy Regula, Mitch Davis

NEWSCAST - EVENING - MARKET 1-50

News 5 at 6: Dayton Tornadoes - WEWS
Eric Ristow, Scott Noll, Rob Powers, Steve Kurrent, Gary Abrahamson, Danita Harris, Mark E. Johnson

Rains, Flooding, and Fallen Trees - WXIN
Allison Hammond, Daniel Spehler, Vickie Binkley, Fanchon Stinger
WRTV News at 6--Red for Ed - WRTV
Terri Cope-Walton, Richard Harker, Kara Kenney, Amanda Starrantino, Marc Mullins

Shelby Tornado - WKYC
Tricia Stuckey Gardner, Betsy Kling, Craig Roberson, Andrew Horansky, Sara Shookman, Lisa Lowry

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Serving with The Salvation Army - WTVG
Melissa Watson

Eva: A-7063 - WFYI
Jessica Chapman

WISH-TV - WISH
DuJuan McCoy

FOX59 Packs the Pantries - WXIN
Maureen Caruso

WRTV Community Service - WRTV
Lana Scott

NEWS EXCELLENCE

This is CBS4 News - WTTV
Olivia Dangler

WJW News Excellence - WJW
Andrew Fishman

ABC21 News - WPTA
Jonathan Shelley

WTHR Eyewitness News - WTHR
Jeff Rosetti

WEWS News Excellence - WEWS
Sean McGarvy

We are FOX59 News - WXIN
Maureen Caruso

OVERALL EXCELLENCE

WRTV Overall Excellence - WRTV
Lana Scott

WFYI - WFYI
Greg Petrowich

WJW Overall Excellence - WJW
Paul Perozeni

This is CBS4 - WTTV
Dominic Mancuso

WEWS Overall Excellence - WEWS
Steve Weinstein

WKBN 27 Youngstown - WKBN-TV
David Coy

WTHR - WTHR
Michael Brouder

PRESENTERS FOR TONIGHTS PRESENTATION

Alyssa Ivanson Maria Cribbs Krista Miller Rob Powers
Daniel Martin Alexa Lee Ginger Zee Dave Furst
Nate Heck Chuck Lofton Hollie Strano Hannah Catlett
Rick Jackson Chris Tanaka Carl Monday Norah O'Donnell
Chris Myers Mitch Davis Damon Maloney Darrielle Snipes
Brigette Burnett Jordan Burrows Tom Powell Jason Nicholas
Emily McGee Kara Kenney Jen Picciano Sia Nyorkor
Jeff Smith Matt Underwood Ron Regan Amanda Starrantino
Chrys Peterson Nina Criscuolo Anthony Calhoun Fanchon Stinger
Jonathan Walsh Stefani Schaefer Mike Ruzzi Angela Brauer
Dan Spehler Chris Wright Richard Nye Tracy McCool
Beth McLeod Lynna Lai Peggy Gallek Adam Sharp
Andrew Kinsey Rafael Sanchez Betsy Kling Chuck Todd
Josh Cribbs Briien McElhatten Tiffani Tucker Terry O'Reilly
The Lower Great Lakes Chapter honors work by high school broadcast students from throughout the region. Entries must be by students who were enrolled at the time the entry was produced. Faculty involvement can only be advisory. One Pillar is awarded to the school for each winning entry.

**PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMUNITY SERVICE**
Santa's Hideaway Hollow
Trumbull Career and Technical Center, Warren OH

- Isaiah Harley: Director, Editor
- Robert Carr: Videographer
- Trinity Hobbs: Graphic Designer, Videographer, Narrator
- Adelia Gable: Producer

**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT/CULTURAL AFFAIRS**
Alyvia Luong Student Artist
Carroll High School, Fort Wayne, IN

- Daisy Macias: Reporter/Videographer
- JP Susantio: Videographer/Editor

**NEWSCAST**
Steele News Live
Marion L Steele High School, Amherst, OH

- Aidan Woods: Anchor
- Macy Dimacchia: Anchor
- Anthony LaRosa: Reporter
- Aidan Johnson: Director
- Joseph Butchko: Assistant Director
- Aliyha Vidovich: Technical Director
- Jordan Harculla: Audio
- Marissa Anaya: Graphics
- Hallie Gornall: Prompter
- Kylie Olney: Camera 1
- Juliana Stoyka: Camera 2
- Kyle Ferguson: Camera 3
- Ellie Schenk: Live Shot
- Courtney Schneider: Floor Director
- Hailee McHugh: Monitor Operator
- Dominic Deshuk: Monitor Operator
- MaKayla Schreiber: Archive/Social Media
- Troy Branchen: Archive/Social Media

The recipients of the Student Pillar were announced at the beginning of tonight's presentation.
The College/University Student Production Awards recognize outstanding student achievements in production by conferring awards of merit in the Lower Great Lake Chapter’s award region.

The presentation of these awards is intended to be an incentive for the continued pursuit of excellence by those studying media and journalism and to focus public attention on outstanding cultural, educational, technological, entertainment, news and informational achievement by college students.

Entries must be by students who were enrolled as an undergraduate student at the time the entry was produced. Faculty involvement can only be advisory.

The Nominees Are:

**The Fantastic Adventures of The Interstellar Millers**
Huntington University
Adam Widener, Joshua Addessi, Bryan Ballinger, Jacob Salsbury

**20 Over** - Taylor University
Chad Veal, Brendan Wallace, Kathy Bruner, Joshua Taylor

**Counting the Cost** - Taylor University
Maggie Cripe, Kathy Bruner, Leam Beaird, Kendra Copeland, Joshua Taylor

**Tate** - Taylor University
Austin Tobey, Evan Melloh, Kathy Bruner, Christian Collins, Joshua Taylor

**5,000 Acres** - Indiana University Media School
Bryce Reif, Jeremy Nutter

**Ball State Sports Link: Tori Long In Bloom**
Ball State University
Daria Buschur

**My Brothers Keeper** - Taylor University
John Bruner, Joshua Taylor, Landry Long, Jackie Hanson, Grant Oldham, Camden Johnson, Caleb Truax III

**Alien Child** - Huntington University
Mary DeVore, Connor Gates

**Bison Hunting** - Huntington University
Paige Schreiber, Bailey Testerman
**COLLEGE LONG FORM - NON-FICTION**

*Why it Matters: A Tale of Two Cities* - Ball State University
Garrett Looker, Michael Robb, Madeline Grosh, Eric Pritchett,
Justin Brown

**COLLEGE SPORTS**

*Ball State Sports Link: Football Leadership* - Ball State University
Luke Astle, Shaemus Kreider, Jordan Nemeth

*Iron Sharpens Iron* - Indiana University Media School
Peter Lacopo, Jeremy Nutter, Bryce Reif

*Langston Ginder: Journey to HU* - Huntington University
Noah Tobias, Adam Widener

**COLLEGE SPORTS PROGRAM**

*Ball State Sports Link: NCAA Women’s Basketball Tourney Watch* - Ball State University
Faith Denig, Tristan Russell, Jack Kizer, Jarin Matheny,
Adrian Jarding

**COLLEGE SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT**

*Dashlane* - Taylor University
Steve Bailey, Matt Brown

**COLLEGE MAGAZINE PROGRAM**

*Ball State Sports Link: Every Athlete Matters* - Ball State University
Alex Kartman, Chris Taylor, Brad Dailey, Jarin Matheny

**COLLEGE ANIMATION/GRAPHICS/SPECIAL EFFECTS**

*Everyday Adventures* - Huntington University
Noah Stinson, Adam Widener, Bryan Ballinger, Joshua Addessi,
Michaela Stinson

*Forester Digital Network News and Sports Intros* - Huntington University
Mado Gonzales, Bronson Dye, Hunter Rose, Adam Widener,
Bryan Ballinger, Joshua Addessi

*Forester Digital Network Individual Sports Intros* - Huntington University
Alex Henry, Delaney Nelson, Adam Widener, Joshua Addessi,
Bryan Ballinger

**COLLEGE DIRECTOR**

*Lying To Myself* - Taylor University
Landry Long

*Strings Attached* - Taylor University
Rebekah Hardwicke

**COLLEGE EDITOR**

*20 Over* - Taylor University
Chad Veal

*Ball State Sports Link: Seena Greiwe Editing* - Ball State University
Seena Greiwe

**COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHER**

*Holy Fields* - Taylor University
Jake Vriezelaar

*Ball State Sports Link: Faith Denig & Seena Greiwe Photography* - Ball State University
Faith Denig, Seena Greiwe

**COLLEGE TALENT**

*Ball State Sports Link: Jack Kizer Talent* - Ball State University
Jack Kizer

**COLLEGE VIDEO ESSAY (SINGLE CAMERA ONLY)**

*Phoenix Running Camp* - Huntington University
Adrien Gentie

*HU Women's Soccer* - Huntington University
Katherine Sell

**COLLEGE WRITING**

*System Error* - Huntington University
Mary DeVore

*Alien Child* - Huntington University
Connor Gates, Mary DeVore
PRESIDENT
John Stealey
Vice-President
Megan Simpson
Vice-President
Carl Monday
Secretary
Jim Stuneck
Treasurer
Daniel Spehler
Trustees
John Stealey
Steve Warren
Daniel Spehler - Alt

Governors
Chris Cantergiani
Amy Cummings
Alyssa Ivanson
Rick Jackson
Jonathan Shelley
Joe Koskovics
Mitch Davis
Carl Monday
Matt Eck
Peggy Gallek
Vickie Binkley
Susanne Schwibs
Daniel Spehler
Jim Stuneck
Jonathan Walsh
Steve Warren
Executive Director
Bob Hammer
Webmaster
Rich Croft

Committees:
Sponsorship
Tabatha Starcher
By Laws
Joe Koskovics
Communications
Carl Monday
Megan Simpson
Rich Croft

Education & Scholarship
Rick Jackson
Amy Cummings
Alyssa Ivanson

Silver/Gold Circle
Susanne Schwibs
Carl Monday
Amy Cummings
Jim Stuneck
Jonathan Walsh
2020 Emmy Awards Gala
Steve Warren
John Stealey
Bob Hammer

Producer
John Stealey
Announcer
Ted Lux

Program Graphic & Design
John Stealey
Bob Hammer

Video Graphics and Editing
Greg Rotuno
Rotuno Holdings, inc
John Stealey,
Digital Alchemy PDA

Special Thanks to
BoxCast

Additional support for tonight’s 51st Annual Emmy Award Gala supplied through the generous donation of resources and talent from the following: Ball State University, BoxCast, Buckeye Broadband, Cleveland Indians, Fort Wayne NBC, Fox Sports Ohio, Fox Sports Indiana, Fox Sports Midwest, Indianapolis Colts, R.S. Owens, Spectrum News, Sportstime Ohio, The Cleveland Cavaliers, WANE, WEWS, WFMJ, WFXI, WGTE, WIPB, WISH, WJW, WKB, WKBN, WJWO, WCMG, WPTA, WRTV, WSEE/WICU, WTHR, WTIU, WTVL, WTVG, WUAB, WUPW, WVIZ/IDEASTREAM, WXIN.